meridianSPECIALTY System is an advanced electronic health records customized for oncology. While a few EHR products have chronological displays, they are often complex and difficult to use. The unique Timeline feature organizes each patient’s clinical data in an easy-to-read chronological graph. This enables physicians and staff to access detailed patient information faster and more efficiently. Rapid data entry is assured by the intuitive design and compatibility with touchscreen technology. The user interface is built around large, easy-to-read buttons that help speed the data entry process for the physician and clinical staff.

Benefits

- Oncology-specific content
- Improved productivity and efficiency for physicians and staff
- Eliminate transcription costs
- Improved patient care by providing better access to information
- Built for touchscreen technology to increase the speed of data entry
- Intuitive user interface and oncology-specific workflow

Oncology-specific content that is customizable

- Over 200 CC/HPI templates including a database of over 700 questions
- Oncology diagnosis templates
- Oncology procedure templates
- Oncology procedures with drawing module

Key features

- Timeline
- Easy to use
- eRx capability
- Superbill generation
- H&P generation
- Drawing module
- Visit and procedure notes are generated based on standard templates
- Integration with your practice management system
- Customizable content
  - CC/HPI
  - Procedures
  - Review of Systems
  - Patient handouts
  - Order sets
- Meaningful Use dashboard
- Lab result graphing capability
- Meds favorites by provider
- Alerts and reminders
- Clinical Guideline tracking
Implementation and training
- Our technical consultants work closely with your IT team to confirm hardware needs and to install and configure the EHR for your practice.
- Our team will work with your practice management (PM) vendor to set up a two-way HL7 interface.
  - Demographic and appointment data flows from the PM to the EHR.
  - E&M and charge data flows from the EHR to the PM.
- Your assigned project manager will assist your practice with each phase of the project.
- Training materials and comprehensive online video tutorials are provided.
- Tutorials help prepare your practice for the onsite training and go-live.
- Workflow recommendations and training is customized based on each user’s role and delivered by trainers who understand the oncology specialty.
- After go-live, our optimization team monitors your practice to ensure proper usage and ongoing success.

Blended deployment model
Our blended deployment model helps protect your practice from down time in the event of an internet failure or local server failure. Data is stored on you local server and backed up real time to our secure “off-site” data center.

For more information, please call 877-570-8721, email info@intrinsiq.com or contact your ION Solutions strategic account manager.

Four phased implementation approach
Phase I – Installation and configuration
Phase II – Education, customization and workflow
Phase III – Go-Live
Phase IV – Post go-live optimization

Product support
- World-class product support
- Our support center is staffed 6am to 7pm CST Monday through Friday
- 24/7 after-hours support is provided through our on-call team
- Our support team installs product upgrades for your practice

Nothing contained in these materials is to be considered as the rendering of legal advice for specific transactions or matters, and readers are responsible for obtaining such advice from their own legal counsel. This guide is intended for educational and informational purposes only. It does not contain a complete legal analysis and includes timely information that may eventually be modified or rendered incorrect by future legislative or judicial developments.